BELMONT

DESCRIPTION
The Belmont Collection was a collaborative creation with designer Brad Ascalon re-envisioning the traditional fabric shade lamp but with the warmth and preciousness of hand crafted furniture. Belmont can be hung individually or in stunning groupings to provide warm and comfortable illumination to complement any residential, contract, or hospitality setting.

FIXTURE TYPE
Pendant

LIGHT SOURCE
High output LED array

PRODUCT CODES
Belmont 22 (Silverdale): BELM 22 GRY
Belmont 22 (Charcoal): BELM 22 GPT
Belmont 22 (Dijon): BELM 22 DJ
Belmont 22 (Celeste): BELM 22 BLU
Belmont 26 (Silverdale): BELM 26 GRY
Belmont 26 (Charcoal): BELM 26 GPT
Belmont 26 (Dijon): BELM 26 DJ
Belmont 26 (Celeste): BELM 26 BLU

LIGHT CONTROL
Hard-Wired

FEATURES
Fully Dimmable
Matching wood canopy

SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage: 120V, 240V, or 277V 50-60Hz Power Consumption: 30W (277V available on special order only)
Color temperature: 2700K Luminosity: 1200 Lumens
Color Rendition Index: 95 CRI
50K hour lifespan
Cable length: 10’ (3m) (Field cuttable)

CERTIFICATION

PACKAGING WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
Belmont 22 8.75LBS 4KG
4.7KG
Belmont 26 10.4LBS 26.5” X 21”
67cm X 53cm

NOTES
Custom requests can be considered on volume orders